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Since I left my role at the European Investment Bank, I have
questioned why Ireland has so few think-tanks independent of the
political process and our public administration.
Today, I am taking a first baby step to help change how public
policy is developed in Ireland with the inaugural event of a new
forum for alternative thinking to the problems facing our society.
On the 10th anniversary of the arrival of the troika to Ireland, I am
delighted to have the pleasure to virtually welcome a wide range
of experts to our new institute to represent many facets of the ongoing problem of mortgage arrears in our society.
We look at the lingering problem of mortgage arrears in our
banks. We ask why these remain unresolved in Ireland. We ask
what more can be done for the more than 25,000 households for
whom the problem of arrears on their mortgage has become a
long-term problem.
Over the course of the preparation for today, we have gathered
ideas and prepared two short papers to help guide our discussion
and debate. The first sets the scene with the facts about
mortgage arrears in Ireland at present. The second synthesises
ideas shared with us into a new proposed course of action to
finally bring relief to the households in long term arrears.
The speakers taking part in our seminar have agreed to share
some additional thoughts in this magazine, providing a
comprehensive overview of thoughts. I thank them very sincerely
for these contributions and for the time they have so generously
given to participate in this important debate.
John A. Moran
Limerick, December 3, 2020
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The State of play
Material prepared by Arrow Global for
the RHH Institute
The state of play of mortgages arrears in Ireland is
well captured by the series of slides which follow:(A) Mortgage Arrears no end in Sight
• Over 56,000 mortgage holders remain in
arrears
• Of which over 22,000 facing loss of home
ownership
(B) Progress made on Restructurings
•

•

•

•

A total stock of 77,789 PDH
mortgage accounts were
categorised as restructured at endJune 2020
Arrears capitalisation accounted
for the largest share of
restructured accounts at 30 per
cent at end-June, while the share
of accounts on temporary
restructure arrangements
remained low at 10 per cent
There were 3,140 new restructure
arrangements agreed during the
second quarter of 2020
the total stock of 56,792 PDH
accounts that were in arrears at
end-June, 14,152 accounts (25%
were classified as restructured

The remaining 75 per cent of accounts in arrears
were not part of a restructure arrangement
at end-June 2020.
(C) Soon the Majority of mortgages in arrears
will be managed by servicers
• NPL/RPL/Restructure management
expensive for the banks – more Resi
sales in ‘21/’22
• A number of the regulated credit
servicers have exited Ireland over
recent years
• Limited servicers – and the
implications on competition
• Revitalising the market through
innovation
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(D) Sales by Banks to Funds
•
•

•

•

Challenging landscape for customers in
long-term arrears in Ireland
Large scale loan sales of residential
mortgage portfolios by both IBRC and the
Irish Banks have seen many Irish
mortgage holders become customers of
the so called “vulture funds” in Ireland
from 2012 onwards.
Funds have largely used the Mortgage
Arrears Resolution Process (the “MARP”)
to restore customers onto a sustainable
solution or, pursue repossession or
voluntary sale/surrender strategies, which
result in loss of home owners
Funds that have acquired portfolios of
NPLs have (by now) largely worked them
out

requirements on Courts reviewing
repossessions which are much more
favourable to the borrowers.

•

Repossession orders were already difficult
to obtain and this will further exacerbate
the problem.

(E) Covid-19 and its impact on the economy
•

•

•

•

Steps taken by both the Banks and the
Legal Title Holders of loans owned by the
funds served to provide short-term
payment breaks during the pandemic
More needs to be done to support those
facing the potential impact following
Covid-19, e.g. the self-employed or
employees who’ve seen their income
reduced
The combination of pre & post-pandemic
sales of residential mortgage books by
both the Banks and Private Equity funds
will dominate transactions during
2021/2022 and affect thousands of Irish
Mortgage holders
Real and urgent need for innovative
thinking by both the purchasers of these
loans and the regulated credit servicing
firms – whose job it will be to engage with
these customers and drive solutions for
them.

(F) The Irish legal system conundrum
•
•

Many cases in long-term arrears with over
9,000 PDH accounts in the legal system.
The “Keeping People in their Homes”
amendments to the Land and
Conveyancing Act has put additional
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Phase 1 would involve one of the banks partnering with
a regulated credit servicer, an AHB and provider of
cheap funding (the Credit Union movement) and the
government to implement the pilot interest subsidy
scheme. The scheme then expands until all long term
mortgage arrears customers are sorted.

POLICY PAPER – A NEW
APPROACH - Paying for use
New Policy Proposal Prepared by RHH Institute
With a new wave of mortgage arrears hitting the banks,
we need a new innovative approach to deal with the
hangover of legacy arrears so as to have a sustainable
mortgage market for new home financing.

The structure proposed works especially well for
borrowers who:(i)
(ii)

Approaches developed mainly in 2012-2013 when the
number of performing mortgages was still in free-fall, the
economy was distressed and government finances were
constrained are no longer fit for purpose.

A New Approach for distressed borrowers
Design of Structure
Our proposal would remove all remaining mortgage in
long term arrears from the regulated banks to be managed
in a new long dated structure(s).
The new acquiring SPV(s) would work with regulated credit
servicers and consumer charities and be funded with long
dated funding available because new Government
subsidies would guarantee at least interest on the
mortgages will be paid currently.

AHB/Consumer
Advocates

have fallen into significant arrears over 90 days
have demonstrated through the SFS process
limited current ability to pay much more than the
full amount of the interest on their loan and
certainly not principal so as to make the
mortgage “sustainable” and amortising for the
remainder of the term (or until retirement age)
(iii) are in a home unsuited for social housing (e.g.,
too large) or, even if it were, the borrowers would
need government support for housing even if
they were to leave their current home to rent
somewhere else.
Examples of such borrowers could be those who lost
their jobs for a number of years during the last crisis or
households where one of the bread- at the time the
mortgage was taken out has had to leave work to care
for a sick relative or children.

Credit Unions/insurance
Cos/Other low risk funders

Financial Markets
Mezz Notes
and/or
equity

Advisory and
Supervisory Roles

Regulated Servicer

SPV (S110)

Acquirer and legal owner
Fee

Beneficial
Ownership
Participations
Servicing carried out in accordance with
pre-agreed mandate reflecting target
strategies/agreed with the Agency in a
Business Plan

Loans

Cash + Senior Notes /
Possible Fee Rebates

The
Bank

€Mortgages
Loan Repayment/
Contribution based on
affordability

Borrowers

nd

2 lien Interest Loan

Interest payments
on loan

Govt Agency
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The common factor is the homeowners can on their
own or with a level of government support Secure
Home use with Regular Payments of Interest Every
month (“SHARPIE”) allowing them to live in their
current home until they might transition to more
sustainable housing. This transition might involve the
passage of a period of time until household size
Long dated funding
reduces or another home becoming available
(inheritance), retirement facilitating relocation, social
housing etc.

SHARPIE Structure Diagram
The new structure is set out above with the new
Government intervention represented at the bottom
of a diagram of what could be a rather traditional sale
structure except that alternative cheaper sources of
funding appear due to additional government
support.

B Prior difficulties finding a solution
For borrowers like those described, the current lender,
typically a bank, under Central bank rules is not today
able to show a sustainable mortgage (as defined)
involving payments of both full principal and interest.
This means under regulatory pressure the bank has not
enough flexibility to manage the borrower’s
circumstances satisfactorily and the best answer is for
them to sell the loan. Typically, they are transferred in
scale meaning that the buyers are very large funds
whose interest is in recovering their cash investment
quickly not providing a long term solution for a long
term problem.
Without alternative buyers, these sales will remain
politically very difficult especially as with a limited
number of buyers and a deceasing number of servicers
the appetite for innovation is limited. Without the new
elements of government support, banks selling with
the objective of keeping the owners in their homes
suffer a more negative capital impact than when they
sell to so called vulture funds.

C Core of Solution
The new solution is proposed on some core
principles:•

•

the fundamental principle that at some level or
other providing housing for people who cannot
afford it requires government support;
while Irish rentals (for supply constraint
reasons) remain high and interest rates low,

protecting deserving people’s desire to stay in
their houses can be done more cheaply by
assisting them to pay a sustainable rate of
interest on the mortgage rather than giving
them rental subsidies;
• unlike 2012 when mortgage to rent was
developed, property prices and LTV rates for
borrowers have recovered substantially;
The reality is that for ten years, while largely nonperforming mortgages remained on bank balance
sheets and people remained in homes with low or no
payments, the public housing cost isn’t funded by the
State directly (although of course the value of bank
shareholdings have been reduced). Furthermore, the
homeowners so benefiting are not subject to the same
level of controls/allocation rules applied to other
householders in search of public housing.

D Estimated Annual Cost to Exchequer
To estimate the cost of the SHARPIE scheme to the
government, we have made the following
assumptions:1.

The number of persons in long term arrears at
present is 25,000.
2. The average outstanding principal amount of
such mortgages outstanding per borrower is
€200,000
3. The average LTV of such loans has been
computed to be 90%.
4. Accrued and unpaid interest to date is to be
largely written off
5. A fair interest rate for lenders is assumed to be
3%
We have estimated that the annual interest cost for
such 25,000 mortgages would be €150 million.
Meaning at such a cost 25,000 stay in their homes as
opposed to less than 8,500 at a rental yield of 8%. Put
another way, it nearly 450 million is needed for rent at
8% on 25,000 homes (and over 5.5 billion euros of
purchase costs would need to be funded for MTR
schemes by AHBs)
Of course, these are maximum estimates. They ignore
the facts that:
1.
2.

3.

most borrowers would be anticipated to
contribute annually to the interest (or rent) bill;
many borrowers will make repayments of
principal on their loans reducing the interest
outstanding, or
borrowers may no longer need the home if
circumstances change allowing subsidies to stop.
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•
By contrast, on the other side of the ledger, if the
SHARPIE scheme succeeds in reducing the currently
high Irish interest rates by even only 1% (of the
significant delta above the EU average), this would
reduce the interest bill to the new 2040 Irish
homeowners by up to 1 billion per annum and
generate a spending power dividend in the Irish
economy of such magnitude.

In circumstances where the Agency determines
support is not appropriate and the lender should
be entitled to recovery of the property, the Agency
should have powers to make a binding
determination that recovery is appropriate
without need for the parties to go through a full
court hearing (process analogous to the RTB).
The State, perhaps through the independent
Central Bank, can set the systemwide “Minimum
Interest Rate” to ensure fairness to all. This will be
a fair rate based on then prevailing market rates
for a non-amortising loan of similar duration and
LTV (not the default rate of interest on the loan for
non-payment)
The Secondary interest loans could be held by the
Agency as an investment. In time, these secured
loans could be valuable assets and sold to allow for
accelerated recovery of some of the money
disbursed even before actual repayment occurs.
The Agency’s annual funding will be voted
Government expenditure.

•

E Key Actors
Role for Government – a new agency/actor
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A government agency (the “Agency”) (perhaps the
Insolvency Service) likely integrated with the social
welfare scheme would be charged with the ongoing implementation of the scheme, payment of
interest loans and dealing with the borrowers
When the Agency is notified that a default in
payment has occurred, it agrees to investigate and
by requires the borrower to rapidly engage and
explain their full financial circumstances
The Agency approves loans for participation in the
scheme on the basis that the borrowers should not
be dispossessed of ownership and are in need of
and qualify for government housing support
The Agency (not the bank, not the courts, not the
politicians) becomes the arbitrator or what is fair
to the customers with full information to make
that decision. Appeal mechanisms can be
introduced.
Where the Agency believes a prima facie case for
support exists or it needs more time to conclude
this investigation to grant a support package the
Agency pays the Minimum Interest Rate (see
below) to defer the lender’s right to recovery of
the loan collateral.
The support is given as a loan to the borrower with
interest high enough so that the government
payment can be recovered in the future and the
homeowner is still incentivised to use other
resources first if available to pay.
The government loan is secured by a secondary
mortgage on the borrower property pending sale
or transmission on death. This mortgage is
secondary in priority to the original mortgage.
The Agency needs access to funding to pay interest
but the government or other housing agencies
doesn’t need large capital amounts or guarantee
large loans to finance a purchase of the house to
allow the borrower to continue to live there.

•

•

Roles for courts and consumer advocates
•

On account of the protections afforded by making
the Agency not the lender the principal
interlocutor with the borrower, the role of the
courts can become secondary and more formulaic.
Where the Agency has decided it is no longer
appropriate to support a top-up and the
homeowner does not quickly find resources to get
back paying themselves, repossession becomes
more rapid – more like where rent is not paid
under a tenancy.
The courts may have to retain a discretion (albeit
limited) to overturn a determination by the
Agency, but principally will act to enforce the
Agency’s decision to return property to the lender.
Consumer advocates like IMHO or other AHB’s can
be involved in the development and operation of
the scheme and the determination by the Servicer
of borrower treatments.
The Agency’s determination panels should include
representatives of lenders and consumer
advocates.

•

•

•

Roles/Impacts for New Lenders
•

To participate and benefit from the new scheme,
any acquiror of loans would agree not to seek
repossession where at least a defined rate of
interest on the loan is being paid (even if the loan
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provided for repayment of principal) by the Agency
and/or the borrower.
•
•

•

Their “guaranteed” cash flow would be restricted to
•
the applicable Minimum Interest Rate.
By contrast there would be rapid recovery of the
property if a minimum of interest is not paid by the
borrower and/or the Agency (for example, if the
Agency determines that the homeowner’s means have
changed to no longer need the Agency to contribute to
•
protect the person’s desire to continue to live in that
particular house – e.g., all the children now gone to
college).
The acquiror should be able to source less risk averse
funding from credit unions or traditional asset
managers and insurance companies. This should also
likely improve pricing for banks disposing of NPLs,
including state supported banks.

Consequences for distressed borrowers
•

•

•

•

•

•

Borrowers should continue to pay whatever they can
afford and this only be supplemented by the Agency to
the minimum required.
To defer a decision for recovery requires homeowners
to show full engagement with the Agency or IN
DEFAULT they would otherwise face more rapid
repossession decisions. Honest distressed borrowers
should have no legitimate reason for fear (any more
than going to a social protection office for
unemployment benefit). The Agency can even become
the interlocutor with the mortgage servicers if required
to clarify terms and conditions of the loan etc. or if it is
believed that the borrower has been treated unfairly
(overcharging etc.).
The SHARPIE scheme would leave ownership of the
home with the borrower giving a strong incentive to
continue to look after and improve the house as they
likely gain from increases in value.
Regular assessments by the servicer in conjunction
with the Agency determine the homeowners
contribution.
The SHARPIE support can be withdrawn as the
homeowner’s personal situation changes or perhaps
other more suitable housing options become available
when the current social housing building logjam is
sorted
If the Agency pays interest for the borrower, the
related secondary charge loan will become payable
when the circumstances of the borrower change to

permit this or the property is sold or transferred. If the
property is not sold at a price which gives 100%
recovery, the remaining loan can be forgiven.
As Agency support is given by way of loan and full
interest charged on the support, unlike the MTR
scheme which involve direct non-refundable payments
of rental support, the SHARPIE scheme should be
politically more acceptable and fair to other borrowers
who struggle to pay their own mortgages.

F A new beginning
We believe that there is a very good alignment of
interests across all stakeholders.
Consumer advocates and home owners in mortgage
arrears should be very supportive of the SHARPIE
proposal as it creates greater opportunities for people
to remain in their houses while they lifestyle and/or
family circumstances requires this. This should
alleviate many current sources of strain on families.
Providing a reasonable worked solution to the legacy
mortgage situation should reduce pressure for the
more polarising radical solutions currently being
advocated in some corners – full forgiveness, removal
of bank rights to collateral recovery where it is a family
home or farm.
The removal of the troubled assets from the banks
allows the banks to focus on new lending. Reducing the
political tension on the legacy assets also should allow
enforcement of new mortgages to be considered
without legacy hangover allowing for reduced funding
costs for the new 500,000 future mortgages
contemplated by Ireland 2040.
Importantly, banks can exit NPLs to not just short-term
credit and hedge funds but rather to SPVs using longterm funding from reputable international investors
committed to Ireland for the long-term.
But above all, SHARPIE comes at a significantly lower
cost to the exchequer than MTR renting properties and
so frees up resources for other public services as well
as freeing up the court system to deal with other
judicial matters rather than likely get heavily
submerged in long drawn out repossession actions as
we move to the next phase of troubled asset
resolution.
(Limerick, December 2020)
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Panel Session 1: No End In Sight
●

CHAIR: Colin Maher, Arrow Global/Mars Capital

Seamus Coffey, University College Cork
● Anne Cronin, Voluntary Housing Sector
● David Hall, Irish Mortgage Holders Organisation
Brian Hayes, Banking & Payments Federation Ireland – BPFI
●

●
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Colin Maher, Arrow Ireland

“Why we need more innovation and
competition among servicers of arrears”
Going back in time to 2009… I was working in arrears management
in a Bank in Dublin and I remember vividly that there was a real
sense of disbelief when our customers started to contact us to say
that they couldn’t repay their mortgages.
Surely this couldn’t happen? People in Ireland always pay their
mortgages – right?
Wrong - None of us predicated what was ahead of us and there was a real drive to call people to get
cash or onto short term forbearance to prevent them becoming an arrears statistic.
Short term fixes such as moratorium and 6-month periods of interest were deployed quickly. At the
time, this was supposed to be short term and that we’d be back to normal soon enough.
Whatever we thought was normal in arrears management would never be the same again..
Over 56,000 mortgage holders are going to bed every evening with stress and worry of mortgage
arrears hanging over them
Of those, 22,000 are engaged in the court process
What’s even more incredible is that 1 in 12 mortgage holders in Ireland has accumulated over 10 years
worth of arrears.
The new figures are simply staggering.
2021 will bring new
challenges for Irish
Mortgage Holders as
the Banks have largely
yet to address their
non
performing
residential mortgage
portfolios
where
customers
are
engaged,
paying
something yet unable
to meet the Banks
criteria for a resolution
option.
Options for these customers are limited – either prepare to be sold as part of an NPL portfolio sale or
sell their home and seek alternative accommodation. In the absence of a solution the Banks have little
option but to start litigation processes – and as we’ve seen, repossessions are not working – the only
winners in this process are the lawyers.
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The purchasers of the loans sold by banks (i.e., the funds) are also starting to question what next as
they hold portfolios of residential mortgages that are stuck in a litigation cycle. This is not compatible
with their natural life cycle.
The new owners of these non-performing residential loans are also are reliant on the regulated credit
servicing industry to provide loan administration and customer contact solutions for them. In many
cases, the actual ownership of the loan (or the holding of legal title) is delegated by the owners to the
regulated credit servicers.
The latest figures from the Central Bank present an interesting statistic – most loans that are deep in
non-performing are now being managed by the credit servicing firms. In 2021 over 50% of all NPLs
will be managed not by high street banks by the retail credit servicing firms.
Managing arrears is an expensive and complex process. The Banks have been carrying huge overhead
in their arrears teams over the last 10 years have made no secret of their desire to reduce their costs
and move resource onto more profitable business lines.
Regulated servicers will fast become the industry leads on mortgage arrears management and as such
there will be a dependency on firms like Arrow to deliver innovative and creative solutions for Irish
Mortgage Holders.
Over the last few years we’ve seen 2 servicers leave the market and the proposed acquisition of the
2nd biggest servicer by the biggest servicer
We need competition and innovation in this space to ensure that there is more creative thinking.
Fast forward now 10 years and those working now in arrears management are facing the same issues
to those 10 years ago
We are coming through a global pandemic which has paralysed our economy and placed the
livelihoods of mortgage at risk
Short term fixes such as the 2 payment breaks offered, and income replacement have gone some way
to help however most Banks and owners of distressed loans are looking closely now to see what
impact Covid-19 will have on their customers long term ability to repay.
Questions that owners of the loans are urgently waiting to find out include
• Will customers who have lost income/businesses as a result of Covid-19 fall into Arrears
• Will customers who were ‘fixed’ during the last 10 years fall back over into arrears?
When this is combined with the fact that the Banks/Funds still need to address their legacy NPL issues
it begs the question as to whether we are will be adding more residential customers into an NPL pile
for which there is no end in sight.
Arrow have been engaging with all relevant stakeholders in the debate on mortgage arrears for over
2 years now. This has included customer advocates such as David Hall, Mitchell O’Brien and the
Personal Insolvency Practitioners, Housing Bodies, Charities and all the Banks and Private Equity firms
with a view to driving out new thinking in this space.
There is now an urgent need for Banks and Funds to engage in sales where customers are engaged,
able to pay something and deserve a chance to stay in their homes where a more meaningful work
out strategy and resolution option for the customer can be agreed through the principles of ethical
servicing.
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Seamus Coffey, University College Cork

“Mortgage Arrears – closing our eyes doesn’t
make it go away”
In the 12 years since mortgage arrears statistics were first published, we have
blindly hoped the problem would go away. It hasn’t; and both a lack of
enforcement and wild claims of widespread repossessions have made the
problem worse.
The first mortgage arrears figures published by the Central Bank of Ireland generated consternation. Ireland had
gone through periods when interest rates approached 20 per cent but such occurrences did not warrant the
publication of mortgage arrears statistics. Irish people always repaid their mortgages.
The 2008 crash prompted the Central Bank to collate mortgage arrears figures and the first set of these were
published for Q4 2009.
It is standard practice internationally to consider a mortgage that is 90 days in arrears to be delinquent and that
foreclosure and repossession by the lender is imminent. By this metric the first set of mortgage arrears
publication from the Irish Central Bank triggered numerous alarms.
The 2009 figures showed that 28,500 home mortgage accounts were more than 90 days in arrears and that, of
these, 19,000 were already more than 180 days in arrears. The first claims of a “tsunami of repossessions”
garnered national headlines.

And things only proceeded to get worse. By the middle of 2013, close on 100,000 home mortgage accounts were
more than 90 days in arrears. By this stage we were swamped with a tsunami of predictions of a tsunami of
repossessions.
But these predictions were missing one fundamental element: evidence. That first mortgage arrears publication
also showed there had been just 27 properties with home mortgages repossessed by lenders in Q4 2009. The
international standard might be that a mortgage more than 90 days in arrears faces imminent repossession but
the Irish evidence showed that in Q4 2009 that occurred in just 0.1 per cent of cases. And so it continued.
The repossession rate of 0.1 per cent of mortgages in arrears proved pretty consistent and, in 12 years since 2009,
3,280 properties with home mortgages were repossessed on foot of a court order. There were thousands of legal
proceedings but, relative to the scale of the problem, few repossessions.
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As the chart shows, the last time more than 100 properties with home mortgage were repossessed in a quarter
was in 2017. And evidence from the courts suggests many of these would have been vacant or abandoned
because of emigration.
No other country produces mortgage arrears statistics for mortgages more than two years in arrears. Arrears of
90 days is the delinquency threshold. Incredibly, the Central Bank is now publishing Irish statistics for mortgage
accounts more than ten years in arrears. Ten years! And the figures show that there are 4,700 home mortgages
in this category with average arrears of over €140,000.
How do you miss €140,000 of payments and still have a mortgage and the right to stay in the property? Who
decided the Irish mortgage market would be non-recourse? Who decided baseless predictions of a tsunami of
repossessions would be given fanfares by the media? Who decided that borrowers who meet their obligations
should carry the cost for borrowers who don’t? Who decided that people who would pay the cost of a house
if the system allowed them would be excluded in favour of people who don’t?
All questions to which we need to find answers.

David Hall, Irish Mortgage Holders
Organisation

“What we need now are sustainable
solutions”
A Tsunami of House Repossessions or not depends on Lenders plans for
the 24,000 households who are in long-term Mortgage Arrears. Lenders I
feel, have been honest with the Central Bank, providing notice that having
reviewed cases, they believe that 2/3 of the 24,000 households will lose
ownership of their home. That is 16,000 households, approx. 48,000 people. The unspoken crisis ahead includes
those on split mortgages who will not be able to pay the parked debt and those whose interest-only period ends.
Unless lenders allow everyone to have their house for free this will not end well.
It is time for radical but achievable solutions to deal with this extended crisis. Playing strategic financial or
political games to prevent the inevitable is cruel on the thousands who have been drowning slowly for a decade
now. The impact this has on them and their ability to support their families, communities and the economy is
significant.
There is a way to resolve the legacy issue of mortgage arrears and to future proof against any additional impact
for those in difficulty post COVID-19.
A cooperative approach is needed where debtors are protected, and their housing needs sorted. Working with
Banks, Lenders and yes indeed Vulture Funds, to address the truth and the massive scale of people who will lose
their homes.
I have recently worked with Arrow Global’s Irish subsidiary, Mars Capital, to create consumer-based solutions
which keep borrowers in their homes. These are radical but are solutions that have been developed with dual
experience of a service/loan owner and an advocate. They include Debt for Equity, a ramped-up Mortgage to
Rent, Super Split mortgages with inbuilt write off and proactive Personal Insolvency Arrangements.
These solutions have been priced and structured. They can prevent a significant amount of the 16,000
households facing losing their homes stay in their home with a suitable solution.
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We have a homeless and housing crisis with 9,000 people being housed in emergency accommodation. The fact
is a further 48,000 are in emergency accommodation, houses they cannot afford, being haunted by debt. Facing
the challenges of indebtedness and the uncertainty of future housing, the mental health effects and costs are
enormous.
Legal status of current mortgage accounts in arrears

Figures: Central Bank of Ireland Statistical Release on Residential Mortgage Arrears and Repossessions Q2 2020

Brian Hayes, Banking & Payments Federation
Ireland - BPFI

“Inputs to Late Stage Arrears
Discussion”
Despite the best efforts of the various stakeholders involved, including BPFI
members, the rate of decline of the number of accounts in late stage
mortgage arrears in recent years has been somewhat limited.
A piece of work that we have started in BPFI highlights some key issues in tackling the 720+ days past due
cohort of arrears cases including:
o

Meaningful and continuous engagement.

o

The courts process and its inefficiencies.

o

Difficulties with the Mortgage To Rent Scheme and associated process.

o

Complexities presented when dealing with separated borrower cases.

o

Challenges presented by the lack of supply in the housing market and suitable options for those
borrowers facing the sale of their property because of an unsustainable arrears situation.

These are all complex issues and none that lenders can tackle single-handedly.
A further challenge presented is in trying to achieve a balance between what is permitted under regulatory
requirements, the implications for funding/capital requirements and in trying to keep people in their homes in
the midst of a housing crisis.
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Recent engagement with members and with the CBI has highlighted the role of Mortgage To Rent in resolving
some of the late stage arrears cases.
BPFI and members are fully supportive of the scheme and most, if not all, members currently have cases at
various stages of the scheme, with many more cases completed already.
The scheme is seen as a positive resolution for a borrower in late stage arrears, offering them an opportunity
to stay in their own home with the option of buying it back at some point in the future if their circumstances
change.
However, it’s widely acknowledged that the scheme is not operating to its full capacity, with many borrowers
excluded from the scheme due to existing eligibility criteria. There are also well reported and acknowledged
issues with the process itself.
The main issues cited include:
o

Existing eligibility criteria, which are too restrictive and tied to eligibility requirements for social
housing support;

o

Restrictions on the amount of positive equity permitted into the scheme i.e., no more than 10% of
the Open Market Value to a maximum of €15,000;

o

The limited number of third-party players in the market to purchase eligible properties;

o

A cumbersome and bureaucratic process, involving too many parties, which results in unacceptable
delays in the closing of deals - sometimes up to 2 years or more.

According to figures published by the Housing Agency, since inception of the scheme up to end of September
2020, 791 cases have been completed under the scheme. A total of 5,532 cases have been submitted for
consideration under the scheme, of which 3,392 were deemed ineligible or were terminated during the
process. The latter two figures in particular show the potential reach of the scheme and prompts consideration
as to how the scheme could be revised to ensure a more effective solution for late stage arrears cases.
While work with relevant Stakeholders has identified some potential quick wins, BPFI also continues to work
with members to establish where changes are required to broaden the scope for eligibility.

Anne Cronin, Voluntary Housing Sector:

“The social housing aspect of mortgage
arrears”
Kenna (2011) refers to housing as affecting everyone and reflecting (our)
personal and household memories as well as providing the base for living.
He suggests that it is the defining feature of status in Irish society and
opportunity is shaped by housing circumstance. I would add that without housing we are without health and
well-being and much more likely to suffer disadvantage in the context of employment, education, future
outcomes and much more.
In contrast FEANTSA, the European think-tank on homelessness describes eviction as ‘one of the worst forms of
violence that can afflict someone. It is not one of life’s ups and downs; it is a mark of infamy inflicted by society
through its institutions…eviction is not only a punishment, it is a collective abandonment of other people;
prioritising one individuals right to own property over another individuals most basic needs. Eviction is a
humiliating and traumatising experience, which risks pushing the victim down a slippery slope’.
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Whilst not all people in long-term mortgage arrears experience an eviction from their home, the idea or prospect
that they could depending on the courts and the banks, is an omnipresence n their lives. One cannot
underestimate the consequences of living with the constant fear that your children will be without a home in 3
months / 6 months or some indefinite period in the future. Kenna (2018) considers the process of eviction
beginning once a family are asked to leave their home. The threat of homelessness looms large at every stage
from this point onwards.
Eviction rates seem low in Ireland but those figures are skewed: Many people leave their homes at the precourt / formal instruction to leave stage – which is in effect the first stage of the eviction process. In the period
2009 – 2016, two thirds of mortgage holders chose to leave their property (surrender / abandonment) thereby
never making it to the final stage when the eviction is finally executed. Whilst this large cohort are not
represented in eviction statistics, they are nevertheless experiencing much of the psychological trauma that
comes with the eviction process.
Does mortgage forbearance ease the burden of those is mortgage arrears or is it, as Waldron and Redmond
(2016) contend, a process of ‘extend and contend’, whereby the family in long-term arrears remains solely
responsible for the outstanding debt in what feels like a never-ending dilemma? The sustainability of the debt
is rarely considered and subsequently the long-term nature of the debt continues as does the inherent insecurity
and worry. Over-reliance on short-term approaches has translated into longer-term arrears accumulation
(Mccann et al. 2020). As of June 2020, 46% of all mortgages in arrears, were for more than 2 years, 8% for more
than 10 years (4,701 accounts).
The forbearance approach has been criticised by the Central Bank due to the actual and prospective
circumstances of the borrower fully recovering the loan, not being a realistic assumption.
Many of those in long-term arrears share the same ‘key determinants of risk of eviction’; low income,
unemployment, relationship breakdown and over-indebtedness. For those in private-rented arrears, it is much
the same.
The main contributing factor to rising family homeless levels is eviction from rented accommodation. Most
landlords have more than one property and where a landlord defaults on the mortgage, the property goes into
receivership and the tenants are evicted pre-sale. Currently in Ireland and until April 2021, we have an evictionban on properties where the tenant has lost income due to Covid. However, this clause does not apply to a wide
range of tenants in pre-Covid difficulty.
I would argue that where a family are renting and a property is scheduled for sale, that it should not be
permissible to evict the family. If for no other reason than the cost burden to the State (there are multiple other
far-reaching consequences ). These families are joining an indefinitely long public housing list, at significant cost
to the State. Conservative forecasts suggest HAP payments to private landlords will reach almost 600m or 17%
of the overall housing budget in 2021.
Currently in Ireland the number of
homeless families is on the decrease.
Ironically, this is proportionately the
result of the Covid 19 pandemic and
the subsequent availability of rental
properties. When we emerge from
the pandemic, will we continue to
see a downward trend? This is
questionable when we consider that
the first regression occurred
in October, with an increase of 59
homeless children from September
to October.
What then is the prospect for
families in long-term mortgage arrears? Social housing waiting lists are growing at pace. Currently we are
building house in the 100’s (some local authorities are building less) when the list increases are in the 1000’s.
We need to provide housing solutions for homeless families as a priority as well as long-term homeless single
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people. We need affordable housing solutions for the 60% of individuals in this country whose gross income is
less than €30,000. Government has committed to providing an own-door solution for the 6,000 people currently
stuck in direct provision centres as well as an increasing number of families availing of the Family Reunification
Programme.
Where are those in longterm mortgage arrears
meant to go, if / when they
lose their home? One
solution presented by the
Housing Agency has been
mortgage to rent, although
uptake has been very slow.
This is attributable to the
eligibility criteria for social
housing, as well as the
potential for positive
equity
if
the
sale
progresses and the number of bedrooms in the house. A couple who, for example, are in arrears and choose to
avail of the mortgage to rent cannot proceed if their house has more than two bedrooms. These stipulations are
making viable solutions inaccessible and need closer attention.
The bottom line is that , families in long-term arrears cannot be left in limbo, waiting and worrying about what
their housing future looks like. We need innovative and swift solutions to ensure that this cohort do not become
a further subset of the homeless population.
References:
Kenna, P. (2011) Housing Law, Rights, and Policy , Clarus Press: Dublin.
Kenna, P. (2018) ‘Introduction’, Edward Elgar Publishing: Cheltenham, UK, available:
https://www.elgaronline.com/view/edcoll/9781788116985/9781788116985.00007.xml.
Mccann, F., Malley, T.O., Mccann, F., Malley, T.O. (2020) ‘Resolving mortgage distress after COVID- 19 : some
lessons from the last crisis Resolving mortgage distress after COVID-19 : some lessons from the last crisis’,
2020(7).
Waldron, R., Redmond, D. (2016) ‘(For)Bearing the costs of reckless lending: examining the response to the
Irish mortgage arrears crisis’, International Journal of Housing Policy, 16(3), 267–292.
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Des Carville, Department of Finance

“Banking in 2020 – the shareholder
perspective”
The fact that the banks, like any other corporate entity,
have owners can often be overlooked in the discourse
around banking.
There are often calls for the state as shareholder in 3 of the 5 retail banks
operating in Ireland to intervene in the operational decisions of the banks. While such intervention might seem
laudable at first blush, it is problematic on a number of fronts.
Firstly, the state and the banks in which it has a shareholding have Relationship Frameworks in place which are
legally binding agreements insisted on by the EU Commission in order to safeguard competition in the Irish
market. These agreements ensure that commercial decision and operational matters are the sole responsibility
of the board and management of the relevant banks which must be run on an independent and commercial
basis. Secondly, the banks have minority (in the case of AIB and PTSB) and majority (in the case of Bank of Ireland)
shareholders which the respective boards have to consider as part of their fiduciary responsibilities.
Arrears are not in anyone’s interest – whether that is the lender, the customer or the regulator. The banks have
worked hard to reduce their level of non-performing loans since the onset of the global financial crisis with the
aim of reaching the European average.
This was achieved through case by case restructurings, refinancings and loan sales. In the case of loan sales, it is
worth noting that the transactions are usually slightly profitable and balance sheet capital accretive thereby
underlining the appropriate provisioning by the Irish banks.
As the chart shows, non-performing exposures
amounted to 29.3% of loan books across the 3 state
invested banks in 2016 and have steadily fallen to
4.9% at end 2019 with an increase to 6.1% at end June
2020 due to COVID 19.
Investors were naturally watching carefully the
impact of the COVID 19 payment breaks and the
associated financial cost. We should not forget the
great uncertainly which existed in March and April
around the nature and duration of the pandemic. It
was for this reason that an industry-wide payment
break was introduced in early April with a low threshold to qualify.
Since then, and assisted by greater clarity around the pandemic and its economic implications along with the
extraordinary government support measures, over 90% of customers have rolled off their payment break and are
servicing their mortgages as before. For the remainder, the most sensible course of action is to engage with their
lender in order to find a tailored solution. The BPFI chief executive, Brian Hayes, has said that “lenders…are
acutely focused on engagement, assessment and solutions”.
In terms of longer term arrears, investors note that there are a range of ways to facilitate a solution including
engagement with the lender concerned to reach a sustainable solution, personal insolvency arrangements and
the Mortgage to Rent scheme.
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Michele Connolly, KPMG Corporate
Finance
“An Alternative Solution - Why Not ?”
Providing an alternative resolution approach to mortgage arrears loans is
achievable if providers can offer an alternative that still fits within the basic
parameters of what a bank’s investment committee is required to look for
i.e. i) fully meet regulatory requirements ii) have loan servicing expertise and
capacity to onboard and manage the loans, iii) be able to acquire portfolios
of scale, often with a mix of non-performance reasons; and iv) deliver a straight forward un-conditional funded
offer. The focus from some alternative buyers to date has been on what they would do differently in managing
loans which is important, with insufficient attention on the more basic transaction needs of i) to iv) above.
In February of this year, following a relatively long period of global economic growth and prosperity the IMF
published a comprehensive paper on Managing Systemic Banking Crises. It even had the more topical subheading, since the emergence of Covid-19, of “New Lessons and Lessons Relearned”. Covid-19 is certainly
causing us to relearn some lessons, hopefully the recent positive vaccine news will curtail the severity of those
lessons! That paper highlights the relevance of this forum, in that we have still not resolved the continued
difficult area of mortgage arrears from the previous crisis that took hold in Ireland over 13 years ago.
Mortgage arrears is one of the most complex and challenging areas I have encountered in my cross industry
career to date. The title of this webinar of “Out of Sight, Out of Mind” is far from accurate in my view. Yes
negative headlines are easy to write, but in my experience in the banking sector, mortgage arrears get very
significant focus across all stakeholders. We have one of the most regulated markets for addressing mortgage
arrears in Ireland, one that is held up by regulators across Europe as an example to follow. Yet the very fact that
we are here talking about unsolved challenges that started c. 13 years shows how difficult this area is to resolve.
John’s proposal of an Interest Loan To Own is definitely interesting and the suite of restructuring options under
the code of conduct of mortgage arrears should continue to re-assessed. This proposal needs Government
support, sources of capital need to be committed and it still needs to be structured in a way that will allow banks
& the regulator to come on board. There are other speakers here today more qualified to speak on the relevant
merits of this proposal and other mortgage arrears resolution options, instead I would like to focus my input on
how providers of alternative mortgage arrears resolution plans can get to implement those proposals.
Loan sales in Ireland only commenced in 2008. The narrative around those purchasers gives them various labels,
mostly negative to varying degrees. However when you look at the ultimate source of these buyers funds, many
of the purchasers of mortgage arrears portfolios in Ireland are majority funded by US State pension funds or
university endowment funds for example. These fund’s allocation to private equity provides a countercyclical
investment for them against general market downturns. Would the narrative be as negative if one pension fund
(a collective of individual current and former workers) acquired the distressed debt of their neighbouring
company ? That is in effect what is happening here.
The purpose of the above point is to illustrate that ultimately the source of all funds is private individuals,
governments (ultimately citizens of that country) and corporates (ultimately individual shareholders). Through
varying levels the source of the funds capital comes back to the individual. Those funds are then operating here
in a highly regulated market that leaves them little flexibility in how they operate.
If an alternative buyer group want to acquire loans to provide their solution then that is also achievable. The US
has a regular loan sale through its Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation – the table below highlights how
diverse the buyers are in that market by comparison.
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Irish Loan Sales FDIC Loan Sales
# Loan Sale Transactions 95 1,159
# Purchasers 45 425
# Purchasers (> 1 Portfolio) 13 159
Source: FDIC data (https://sales.fdic.gov/closedsales/), Ireland data - KPMG loan
sales report.
There is inherently nothing to stop the development of alternative resolution solutions with alternative sources
of capital and involvement of new parties etc. The obvious and initial hurdle is the likelihood of Government to
want to fund such a scheme. Then the ability of the relevant parties to be resourced and of such scale as enables
them to acquire the loans in the first place. Subject to both of those, having a broader purchase base is
achievable. It is up to all parties involved in any alternative solution to be able to meet the basic transaction
requirements in the first instance in order to implement these structures.

Fergal McCann, Central Bank of Ireland

“Long-term arrears: the borrower-level detail and
why it matters”
There is no “one size fits all” solution to the resolution of Long
Term Mortgage Arrears cases. Remaining cases vary in the depth
of arrears, degree of borrower-lender co-operation, type of loan
owner, and depth of financial distress.
In 2015-2016, close to one-in-six mortgages in Ireland was restructured. Borrower engagement has been
substantial, despite the relatively slow repossession process here. Engaging before default has been much more
common than default without engaging over the last decade. In the main, struggling borrowers have engaged
with lenders and support services.
This represents a system-wide success that facilitated many borrowers to weather the last crisis, retaining their
homes despite the depth of the income and house price shock.
Despite this, the level of LTMA (>720 days past due) mortgages pre-pandemic represents a failure of the system.
In addition to 26k PDH mortgages in LTMA at June 2020, there are 10k BTL loans, each of which is linked to a
tenant’s home.
The average number of mortgages per household is around 1.35 among those in LTMA – an estimated 20k
households are behind these 26k mortgages.
720+ is not the full story. There are 16k loans with more than five years, and 5k loans with more than ten years
of arrears.
Banks are not the main players here, after portfolio sales and securitizations in recent years. For owner-occupiers,
14.6k of the 26k LTMA cases are held by entities outside the retail banking system.
Banks and non-banks have different constraints and incentives e.g. capital requirements, investor horizons.
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Non-engagement is an issue, but not the dominant one: among all loans in arrears, 28 per cent are non-engaging,
(56 per cent are non-engaging where arrears >10 years, less than half of the LTMA group in total are nonengaging).
Without engagement, a sustainable solution that retains homeownership is impossible. For all other solutions to
succeed, collateral repossession systems must function in long-term non-engagement cases.
Financial distress is prevalent, and deep cuts to principal and/or repayments are needed for many, including social
safety nets. Severe income shocks, high LTI and LTV, high consumer debts, monthly deficits of more than €1000
are common.
For many, close to all income is needed for non-housing expenditure, implying no capacity to save and minimal
capacity to service debt.
Even among the group in LTMA, 67% are making some payments; even among those in negative equity, more
than half are making payments.
Payment break take-up in H1 2020 was over 10 per cent of mortgages, with just under half of these needing a
three month extension. Many appear to be returning to repayment, but lessons from the past must be learned
to ensure these new distress cases avoid joining the LTMA group: Early engagement is crucial to avoid build-up
of new LTMA cases.
Lender-led restructures, PIAs, a revamped Mortgage to Rent scheme, and innovative new solutions will all play
a role in clearing the remaining LTMA cases. It is crucial that solutions are pragmatic, draw a line under
borrowers’ financial distress and allow a reasonable capacity to absorb future shocks.
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